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Stellar Launches V3 of its powerful cloning utility Stellar Drive Clone
Published on 02/05/14
Stellar Data Recovery today announces Stellar Drive Clone 3.0, an update to their popular
drive cloning utility for Mac OS X. Stellar Drive Clone makes an exact block by block
replica of Mac drives and volumes including system settings and partition information. Now
compatible with OSX Mavericks, version 3.0 sports a complete overhaul of its interface, as
well as introduces an advanced and reliable backup feature through which automatic backup
can be easily scheduled.
Metuchen, New Jersey - Stellar Data Recovery(R), globally acclaimed software publishers,
today announced the launch of version 3 of their acclaimed drive cloning software 'Stellar
Drive Clone'. This proficient tool makes an exact block by block replica of Mac drives and
volumes including system settings and partition information. An advanced and reliable
backup feature has been added to the new version through which automatic backup can be
scheduled easily. The entire interface has received a complete revamp as well so that all
features such as cloning, restoration, backup & imaging are easily accessible. Drive Clone
is now also compatible with OSX Mavericks.
"Users often upgrade their hard drives to ones with a larger storage capacity. To help
facilitate data migration, Stellar Drive Clone acts as an efficient enabler to smoothly
manage this transition. Users can create clones of their existing drives and restore it on
a brand new drive. The new drive can be used immediately without installing applications
again. We have added a powerful backup feature and enriched the usability aspect
immensely" said Mr. Sunil Chandna, CEO - Stellar Data Recovery.
Other useful features include creating an image of volumes and also creating a bootable
disk which you can use to boot your system from in case of failure. With the backup
feature you can back-up all folders and important files anytime. You can even choose to
schedule regular backup and ensure it is maintained timely. The restore function allows
you to easily restore drives to their original state in case of failure by restoring the
image created earlier.
Pricing and Availability:
Stellar Drive Clone 3.0 is available as a try-before-buy software. The free version allows
users to analyze the cloning options exhaustively. Through the full version, which is
priced competitively at $39 (USD) users can create clones of the drives and volumes. There
is also a free Version is available for download.
Stellar Data Recovery:
http://www.stellarinfo.com/
Stellar Drive Clone 3.0:
http://www.stellarinfo.com/mac-software/clone-mac/clone-mac-drive.php
Download Stellar Drive Clone:
http://download.stellarinfo.com/stellar/StellarDriveClone.dmg.zip
Purchase:
http://www.stellarinfo.com/mac-software/clone-mac/buy-now.php
Screenshot:
http://www.stellarinfo.com/screenshots/clone-mac/1.jpg
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Stellar Data Recovery is an ISO 9001:2008 certified organization that specializes in
Phoenix data recovery Tools, Disk utilities and in-lab data recovery services. Ever since
1993, Stellar has emerged as a leading and well-trusted brand for resolving all kinds of
data loss situations. With its wide range of software and services, Stellar has more than
2 million customers, which includes top global corporates. Copyright (C) 2014 Stellar
Information Systems Limited. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, and Mac OS X are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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